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FLORENCE FROM BARZELLETI A TO MADRIGAL 

In a recent article, intended like the present one to greet and 
honor a former pupil and dearest friend, I surveyed the con
tents of the early printed collections issued first by Petrucci and 
then also by Antico, to show how quickly the habit of setting 
polystrophic frottole, most often In an easy popular veln, had 
evolved in favor of more literary choices: petrarchan or 
petrarc:hist poems.• Thi$ process w!lS 1ilso p.aralleleQ by il !l\ill'lc,eQ 
tendency to avoid repetition of the same music for all the 
stanzas of a poem or even for the symmetrical elements within 
the structure of each stanza. I was aware that the majority of the 
pieces I was considering had been part of a repertory which had 
been circulating around the turn of the sixteenth century in the 
seigneurial courts of Northern Italy, whereas the more recent 
ones also reflected new tendencies developing In a broader area, 
induding the Rome of the Medici popes. My present purpose is 
to see to what extent and in what form parallel developments 
may have taken place in the FlorenUne milieu, a task made 

1Nino Pirrotta, '"Before the Madrigal," Tlte JounrJJ/ of Mrl$icology 12 (1994): 
237-52 (for lames Haar). 

Nitro Pirro.lla, who served as Professor of Music at Harvard Utriwrsily 
from 1956 to 1972, exerted a profound i11f111enu 011 a generalio11 of musi
cologists, including Frank D' Acco11e. The breadth of his scholarship on 
llalian music is superbly illus/raled in Iris numerous publications, 
among which may be cited Music and Culture in Italy from Lhe Middle 
Ages to the Baroque (Cambridge, 1984). 
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easier by the many valuable new elements Frank's research has 
contributed to our knowledge of music in Florence. 

To what extent the " frottola" repertory (( shall use this 
term c\ la Pe trucd, in a general, all-6tlbradng sense) may have 
been known In Florence is not fully evident. Certainly, a nurn· 
ber of "frottola" pieces are found scattered in some Florentine 
manuscripts ; they would seem, however, to have been a later, 
rather limited phenomenon. The sources containing such 
pieces are relatively late, being generally assigned dates not ear
lier than the second decade of the sixteenth century;2 and 1t 
would seem to me that such occasiona l " frottola" appearances 
may have resulted from the arrival in Florence of isolated 
copies of some of the Petrucd prints. Indeed, some thirty pieces 
appear to be related to the contents of Petrucd's Libro primo, 
about half of th is number are linked to his Libro tertio and 
even fewer to his Ubro quarto and sexto; thereafter the interest 
for such novelties seems to have faded, so that further isolated 
concordances with other PetTUcd collections may have been 
transmitted through manuscript sources. Concerning the com
posers, the lion's share Is obviously assigned to pieces attributed 
to Cara o r Trombonclno; less obvious is some preference 
accorded to works of such minor composers as Michele Pesenti, 
Flllppo de Luprano a nd Iacopo Fogliano (the latter almost 
totally Ignored by Petrucci);' Josquin d 'Ascanio is present more 
than once with either In te, Domillt, sptrrwi or Scaramella fa lo 
galla. lt is worth noting that not a single copy o f a Petrucci book 
is now present In Florence, while examples of several Antico 
editions, issued either in Rome or in Venice, a re still preserved 
in the Florentlne Nazionale and Marucelllana libraries.• 

trhc latett date '"ould sct'm to be that of the incomplete Musil:a ,de m~r 
Berrrardo piJntro sopra le O rn:orre del pelrArChA (Fossombrone: ll'etrucci, 
1520), whose cont11nts can only be part ially rl'COnllructl1d by concordance& in 
manuscript sourres. 
1He is, how~'Ver, represented with four pil'CI!S in Cartzonl s.on~lll s1m.mboll l d 
frotlolt libro prrmo (Siena: ~mbonetti, 1515), whose only extant copy Is pre· 
il!rved In Floren«>, Biblloteca M.rucelliana. 
4The Bibllotcca Marucelllana has Antico's Frollok lrbro ltrlio (Rome. no da te) 
and Frottole ltbro 'fUArto (Venice, 1520); th~ Bibliot!!Ca Nazlonale owns his 
CllltlOnt IOndli slrambotli d frollok /jbro lfiUirlo (Rome, 1517), C•rnoni s.ondti 
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The great majority of pieces which found their way to 
the Florentine manuscripts are frottole in the most s pedfic 
sense of this term, to which only scattered samples of odes, 
strambotti, and banellette are added. Here, I must insist on the 
d istinction between barzellette and frotlole that I have already 
advanced in my previously-mentioned arlicle.s Despite the 
similarity in the appearance of their texts-ballata forms with a 
ripresa most often consisting of fou r octosyllabic lines, foiJowed 
by a series of stanzas, each numbering six or eight lines'-the 
way they are set to music is ent irely different Barzellette have 
different music assigned to the ripresa and to the first stanza 
(the latter obviously to be repeated for aD the ensulng stanzas, 
the former to come back as a refrain); frottola pieces are instead 
treated in a way that somewhat resembles lhe handling of a 
ror~deau, for all their stanzas are adjusted to the music given 
first to the ripresa-better said to its first part- while the final 
section, an amplified recapitulation of text and music of the 
first two lines, acts as a refrain. 

Frottola pieces, which in the repertory of Northern Italy 
do outnumber barzellette, appear to have been a novelty for the 
Florentines and to have remained just a curiosity to them, for I 
do not know of a single piece in the Florentine manuscript tra· 
dltion that followed their model; whereas barzelletta-llke texts 
(I d o not know to what extent the term was used for them) 
seem to have been a generally-accepted fare in a line of robust 
popular hurnor-adopted first by the practitioners of what I call 
the unwritten t radition of music (not disdained even by mem
bers of the Aorentine upper class), and then lat.er and to a lesser 

strambotli 1!1 frollole libro lt rtio (Rome, 1518), and an incomplete copy of 
Frollole libro qunrto (Venice, 1520). Note the prominent position of the word 
• frottolc" in the Venetian print of 1520 after its consignment to the last place in 
the lilies of the Roman prints or 1517 and 1518. 
5Pirrotta, "Before the Madrigal," 238-41, induding the music or Cara's frottola 
SI lllt11 slo lonlano nl'lunnlo. 
'Stanzas numbering eight lines mosc usually Indicate barzellettt-; in a rronola 
setting such stanzas would require the music or the first two lines or the rrprUII 
to be repeated three times for nth new stanza. 
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extent among the composers of polyphonic pieces.' I do not 
know whether Poliziano himself may have been in the habit of 
singing alia lira or a/la viola his own I' son, dorma, il 
porcellino, I' ho rotto fl fuscellino, Una vecchia mi vaglteggia, 
Io 110 11 l'ho perche 11011 /'ho, or Canti ognu11, ch'io cantero (the 
last two a.re attributed to him with no definite proof, but cer
tainly they belong to the amusements of an upper class milieu). 
Certainly, Lorenzo the Magnificent, an expert connoisseur and 
probable performer of polyphonic music, also liked to sing or 
even improvise ln the popular ways; but his Dorme belle, i' ho 
cercato is the only poem we know by him in the form and vein 
of a barzeUetta. From the group of the early Florentine poly
phonists come Bench'io cerchi sempre invano, set by Alessan
dro Copplnl, as well as E/ ridir, do clre tu fai (with a ripresa of 
only two tines) and, in a gentler mood, 5' Amor /ega U11 ge111 i/ 
core, both set by Bemardo Pisano. 

Predominant indeed in the written tradition of poly
phony are settings of more serious, Bterary texts; already lsaac, 
directly or lndlrectly teacher of and model for the earliest local 
polyphonists, adds to two short quodlibets with quotations of 
popular songs (somehow an anticipation of the northern 
villotte), a I rionfo and a number of ballate variously SITUctured 
In their Interplay of heptasyllablc and hendecasyUablc lines. Not 
all of them, however, are regular ballate fully in agreement 
with the traditionally established structures: Fammi una gratia, 
Amore, i ' le ne prego as well as Lieto e co11tento Amor and 
Questo mostrarsi adirata di fore (by Poliziano, a text later set by 
other composers) answer their three-line ripresa with a single
line voila, as well as different music; and the old rule that the 
volta should be given same music as the ripresa appears to be 
deliberately ignored in the settings of metrically-regular texts 
such as those of La piu vaga et piu bel/a, Lasso, quel ch'altri 
fugge and Un di lido giamai. Often present in the volta are pas
sages in ternary rhythm, which never occurs in the ripresa. 

'The cantimpanca, who addressro their singing to the crowd in the open. were 
famous in their time. but t he same kind of music making 111as well accepled in 
all siAti!S of life as a joculmr amusement among friends. 
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Isaac's works were undoubtedly a model for the Floren
tine composers active between ea. 1490 and ea. 1515, whose 
extant works are available in the first two volumes of Frank's 
edition of Music of the Florer~ti11e Renaissance: Alessandro 
Coppini, Bartolomeo degli Organi, Giovanni Serragll, and 
Bemardo Pisano.1 I have already mentioned some barzelletta
like pieces by the first and the last among them; to which we 
may add a work (metrically not a barzeUetta but in a similar 
light vein), Coppini's Tanto e la donna mia, whose structure 
(no ripresa but a series of stanzas each numbering six lines, five 
heptasyUables plus a final hendecasyllable) does not agree with 
any traditionally established pattern. Disregarding for the 
moment all their settings of carnival songs or trionfi, we find 
ourselves once more dealing with their settings of ballata texts. 
Some are metrically regular such as Coppini's Teco, sigrtora 
mia and Troppi, domra, rte vuoi degli amatori, Bartolomeo's 
Domra, s' i' fu' gid degnio and Urr di lido giamai (previously 
set by lsaac), or Pisano's Perclri, domra, 110 11 vuoi, Sorr io, 
domra, qual niostri, Lieto 11011 ebbi mai, Madonna, se depende 
(the latter all on texts by Lorenzo Strozzi) and Cartliamo, orsu, 
cantiamo; a few others are less regular, generally having a 
shortened volta or lacking symmetry among the piedi. In any 
case, even the regular ones always disregard the fact that 
symmetry between ripresa and voila had been traditionally 
intended to invite repetition of the same music; instead, we 
usually see repetition of the same music for the two piedi, 
graphically indicated by repeat signs (this, too, with some excep
tions such as Bartolomeo's previously-mentioned Domr.a, s' i ' 
fu' gid deg11io and Questo mostrarsi adirata di fore, and 
Serragli's Queslo mostrarsi lieta a tulle l'hore). Pisano's han
dling of the ballata form requires particular attention, and will 
be addressed later. 

'Frank A. D"Acconc, M11sl' of 11~ Florentine Renoissnu~. vol. 1, Bernardo 
Pisano, Collected Works, vol. 2, Co/le,ted Works of Altst4trdro Coppi11i, 
Bnrlolomeo degll Orgoni, Giovortni Seffag/1 and T/Jree Anonyrtrous Works, 
Corpus mensurabiles mu.sicae 32 (Rome: American lnstitute of Musicology, 
1966/1967). 
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Barzellette and ballate were certainly sung for the plea
sure of groups of private people (perhaps even by such a group); 
camlval songs and trionfi were part of the traditional amuse
ment of all Ftorentines at given times of the year. The former 
were humorous and sparkled with risqul double--entendres as 
required by the playful mood of the days preceding Lent; the 
latter were Intended to illustrate the sumptuous pageants cele
brating the feast of the dty's patron saJnL We have music for a 
few of them included among the works of our group of com
posers, set according to the new trend established for such cele
brations by Lorenzo the Magnificent: a Trionfo dtl~ trt d« by 
lsaac. five canti and two trionfi by Copplnl, one canto by 
Bartolomeo, one more canto and one trionfo by SerragU. 

All carnival songs Initially name the kind of people the 
masquerading group Is meant to represent, a statement usually 
addressed to the ladles, as In Copplnl 's Apritt, in corltSia, 
do111re, gli orecchi, sung by a group of "hunters of partridges." 
Although such statements are made In an opening group of 
lines resembling the riprtsa of a ballata, they do not seem to 
have been Intended to return as a refrain after each stanza; nor 
do the stanzas, although similar ln structure to those of regular 
or semi-regular ballate, ever reuse any music of the iniUal 
riprtsa·llke statement. The only Instance where a sort of refrain 
occurs Is In Coppinl's Canzone de' navigantr, the stanzas of 
whJch all end with the music of the last two Unes of the quasi
riprtSD In a slightly modified version of their original words: 
"Fuggiam del del lo sdegnlo, I cM contro e venti, el mar, la 
terra abblamo." Quite different is the structure of the trionfi: 
lacklng a ripreSD·llke element, they all rather resemble canzonl 
with mlnJature stanzas, the first of whJch has the task of identi
fying the characters partaking In the pageant-a feature already 
present In lsaac's T rionfo delle t rt d«: 

N~ piu bella dl quesu-. ~ piu degnla 
sr tTova alcuna dea: 
Ciunon vedete, che nel cielo rq;nia, 
vedete Cr therea, 
madre dolce d'Amore, 
vedete qui Mlnerva 
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chc gli ingegni conserva 
e 'I marzili furore 
doma con I'Arte e colla Saplenza, 
venute lnsleme ad abltar Florenza. 

(a Laurentian suggestion: "No goddess is more beautiful or more 
awesome: look at Juno, who reigns over all heavens; look at 
Othere~~, sweet mother to Love; look here at Minerva, protec
tress of all talented people, who tames all martial furors with 
Art and Learning; all of them have come together to live In 
Florence.•) 

13 

Up to this point I have tried to establish how much 
freedom was already present In lhe minds of Florentine poets 
and composers concemJng the handling the traditional genres 
and forms of poetry. As Frank has duly warned,• a number of 
problems also arise from the various ways in which words are 
assodated with the music in the sources. The tendency on the 
part of many scribes to reduce the verbal element to Its absolute 
minimum Is obvious. Perhaps they wanted to save themselves 
work; however another possibility must also be considered: the 
scribes may have also meant to leave the performers various 
choices, depending on the occasion as well as on the means 
available on each occasion. CertaJnly, we are faced with a 
"shortcut" when words are given only to the upper voice of 
carnival songs or trioTJfi, for both genres were undoubtedly 
meant to be performed on spedal festive occasions by a group of 
singers (the heralds of the Signorla?) wilh no support by In· 
strumentallsts." StrengthenJng this argument is the fact that 
pieces given texts only for the upper part often progress to pas
sages In which that upper part remains silent and gives way to a 

•eoll«icrl Worb -f ,-.~us~~tulro Coppuu, S.rloforrw lkglr Org•nr, Crownnr 
Scnglt, xm. 
'"Th~ engraving shown on the tltle-~g~ or rhe Curumr ptr amLatt In 
n11udwu prr armmofe J«tt tl• ptu pn'M'M (no pn!dse date) Is well known. 11 
shows a num~ or )'OWlS prls at opm windows listening to a group or mas
querading lln~ (lhree mm plus lwo boys. who wpposl.'dly sing the 10prano 
part toptlwr). Alto to be nollaod Is the JNjHtlc fisur-. of an~. probably 
•~pretentlng Lormz.o de' Medld. Tb~ performances or rrionft must 1\ave been 
quite dilfenmt, with I he slngen probably surrou:nding the show mounted on a 
chariot. 
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texted Interplay among the other voices. The latter considera
tion also applies to a number of ballate; among them Coppini's 
Aprile, in corlesia and Bench'i' cerchi sempre inoo11o (this one 
a barzelletta) even have some passages In which the upper part, 
briefly silent, lacks some of the words. 

Three-voice pieces-for instance, Coppini's Con teco 
sempre, Amore-may have been meant for three singers, yet 
they also admit the possibility of a performance by solo voice 
and an Instrument (a lute?). Another possibility is offered by a 
number of four-voice ballate (among them Coppini 's Teco, 
signora mia and Bartolomeo's settings of Pollzlano's Questo 
most rarsi adirala di fore and its counterpart by Lorenzo Strozzi, 
Queslo moslrarsi liela a tulle /' hm) which have text given to 
all four parts In the rlpresa, but only to the upper part In the 
stanzas; this might seem to hint at the old way of singing 
danced ballate, In which the choral refrain alternated with the 
singing of all the stanzas by a soloist, the one who led the danc
lng.11 Finally, ballata-like in its metrical structure but admitting 
no distinction or interruption between ripresa and its single 
stanza, Lorenzo Strozzl's Son io, donna, qual moslri, ogni luo 
be11e? (set to music by Pisano among others) stresses the 
dialogue between the dlstinct personalities of lover and beloved 
by alternating different groupings of the voices, all provided 
with text. In addition to the variety, flexibility, and freedom in 
the use of formal schemes and vocal sonorities, composers also 
exploited a variety of textures, alternating chordal declamation 
passages with those In which the voices achieve contrapuntal 
Independence and freedom, eventually imitating each other 
(but this is a subject beyond the scope or this paper). 

We certainly have no way to assign precise dates to the 
pieces I have been mentioning, and yet it seems easy to assume 
that most of them antedate the bulk of what remains of 
Pisano's works. Among the latter the two barzellette, S' Amor 
lega un ge111il core and El ridir, cio che tu fai, may be the earU-

11 A description of how balt.te were danced and sung is provided by Ciovanni 
d"l Vlrgillo. a contemporary and correspondent of Dante, in the third Epi5tola 
of his D•affonus; the passage is reproduced by Vinmnzo De Banholomaeus, 
Ri111c giuiiJmscltC c popofllri (Bologna: Zanichelli, 1926): 7l-74. 
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est. No copyist's "short-cut" has deprived them of the tradi
tional alternation between choral ripresa and soloistlc stanza; 
and yet some novelty is present, at least in S' Amor lega, Ln the 
variety of the approach to the octosyllabic lines, some of them 
s tated chorally and chordally In the traditional anapestlc 
rhythm, others a bit more freely In a quasi-contrapuntal style. 
Showing even more freedom in their often Imitative counter
point, three lyrical baUate also adopt the alternation of choral 
ripresa and soloistlc stanzas; all thTee are on texts by Lorenzo 
Strozzi, namely, Queslo moslrarsi lieta, as well as Amor sia 
ringralialo and Urta do1111D l'allrier fiso mirai (I use the term 
ballata even for the free text of Amor sia ringralialo because it 
seems evident that it requires the return of the ripresa after 
each stanza even though the rhyme that usually suggests such 
alternation is lacking). However, the three ballate were not 
included in the 1520 print of Pisano's works, since they are set 
for only three voices and have a number of stanzas. All the 
printed pieces (omitting for the moment the Petrarchan can
zoni) are monostrophic; most of the texts come from the pen of 
Lorenzo Strozzl, and even If they are not up to Petrarch's stan
dards, they all display literary aspirations. 

Strozzi is also the author of the text of Amor, quand 'io 
speravo, a single-strophe ballata, whose first word addressing 
Love ls twice repeated in the music for greater emphasis, each 
time with the vowel e added to complete the last syllable and 
each time followed by rests; then the text continues, aJtemaling 
chordal recitative with freer contrapuntal passages (the ripresa 
ends with a long sustained note in the upper voice, while the 
other parts continue their counterpoint for three more mea
sures). In the stanza Strozzl's text Is divided Into unequal syn
tactic elements: one embracing the first piede plus the first line 
of the second piede; another one the remaining two Lines of the 
second piede; a third one the whole of the voila (In this case 
symmetrical with the ripresa). Pisano's setting avoids any repe
tition of music for the piedi, stressing Instead the syntactic 
structure; it then returns to the music of the ripresa (omitting, 
however, its first six measures, those which had underlined the 
double invocation to "A more"). Even more unusual is the 
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syntax of Ptrcht, domra, non uuoi, also by Stroui and also a 
monostrophlc ballata; the first sentence of the stanza embraces 
once more the first pitdt plus one line of the second, and then 
another sentence takes aU the rest of the poem, unified by a 
daring enjambment between the second pitdt and the uolta. 
Pisano's setting Is even more varied In texture, with frequent 
Imitative entries and with the upper voice remaining silent 
while the others recite the first line; once more he avoids all 
symmetry between the music of the two pitdi and only partially 
reflects In his music the existing symmetry between riprt:Sn and 
voila. 

I have paid special attention to the two single-stanza 
ballate by Strozzl and to their settings by Plsano because I see 
them to be almost more madrigalesque than the two madrigals 
on texts by unknown poets, Dt' TNrcht m odio m'hai and 
Domra, ~rrcht di rado, also present in the edition of Pisano's 
MusfCD . In any event, all four pieces show the complete aban
donment of the traditional formes fixes, a react ion to the feel
Ing of constriction resulting from the effort to adjust the syntac
tic development of the poetic and musical discourse to such 
structures. This feeling is already present In both text and music 
of the two ballate by Strozzl; thus, I do not feel any need to 
Insist on the point now by examining the music of the two 
above-mentioned madrigals or that of a third one, Tarr/a pidd, 
cor mio, la/or m 'assalt, by Stroul. I shall only hint at Plsano's 
most outstanding exploit In this direction, two settings of the 
madrigal dialogue by Strozzl. Sorr 10, dorrna, qual moslri, ogni 
tuo ~nt?, both of which underscore the Identity of the two 
characters with changes in the grouping of the voices. 

Two of the pieces Frank assigns to Plsano on the basis of 
style also deserve comment, as they are settings of two of the 
four madrigals Included In the Petrarchan Carrzoniut; they 
thus establish a connection between the new efforts to attain 
flexible metrics and the model of the old master, who had 
given to each madrigal a dl(ferent structure.12 The two pieces 

1lfhe ballatl! 1nduded by F\!trlrdl in tus Cnurutrt m~y ba\l'f abo been 1Hm 
as modclt i'or non-strophk poemt: only two ol tMm haY'!! • wood stann 
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may also be Pisano's first approach toward Petrarch, a prelimi
nary step to the setting of the poet's canzoni, the culmination of 
his career as a composer.u 

Canzoni are strophic poems, whose Individual stanzas 
have, however, an amplitude and freedom of structure, corre
sponding to a depth of feeling and thought unknown to the 
ballata. I wonder, however, if Plsano Intended his settings to be 
strophic as well. Frank seems not to have reached a definite 
conclusion on this point; while 11 Is true that he gives complete 
texts of the five Petrarchan poems for which we have the music 
(as well as that of the dantesque Cosf ntl mio parlar voglio esstr 
aspro, also convincingly attributed to Pisano), he also warns 
that Hin the musical sources .. . only the first stanza of each 
poem Is found ."•• I myself think 11 may prove difficult to adjust 
the music of the first stanzas to the following ones and to the 
respective amgtdi. Take, for instance, the broadly Imitative 
beginning of Amor, se uuoi ch'io lorni ln which, once more, a 
supernumerary t Is added to give more emphasis to the invo
cation to Love; how could one adjust such a beginning to the 
simple word Fammi of the third stanza, or to the beginning of 
stanzas four, six, and seven? Similar problems may also arise 
when we try to adjust the lines of the co11gedl to the music pre
viously intended for the corresponding final section of the first 
stanza. There Is also the question of the co11gtdi: why did 
Pisano give new music only to those of Nt la stagiorr and Cht 
dtbb' io far? He did so, in my opinion, because their texts added 
a sense of completeness, not fully achieved by the texts of their 
respective first stanzas. Although not labeled "seconda parte," 
they are nevertheless the first examples of madrigals compris
Ing more than one part. 

Beginning In 1515 Plsano divided his time between 
duties In Florence and In Rome; it Is therefore possible that 
much of the content of the 1520 print of his works was com
posed ln the latter dty under the auspices of his Medld protec-

11We do not know of eny pll'«'' Kt by him after 1520, •!though he lived 
another "-""ty.eght ymrs In the d ty ol Rome. 
"Ptsano, U.llt:ded Worb, 1v, n. 3. 
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tor, Leo X.15 Yet all the elements of Pisano's style as well as hls 
new tendencies and experiments were rooted In his Florentine 
tralnlng and successive practice. Florence had been long famil
iar with the sound of "all-vocal" polyphony, both sacred and 
secular; Florentlne poets and composers had early on partici
pated in the growing trend of ltaUan poetry to loosen the metri
cal a nd syntactical strictures Inherent to the use of the tradi
tional strophic fonnes fixes; and I wonder how much Influence 
direct contact with Lorenzo Strozzi-the poet most often set by 
composers a fter the lime of Lorenzo and Poliziano-may have 
exerted in this regard . In terms of musical style, most Floren· 
tine masters appear to have soon learned to attain variety 
through the alternation of chordal recitation by all voices with 
freer, even Imitative, passages In counterpoint, as well as 
through changes In color and sonority obtained by various 
groupings of the voices. That all this had gradually produced a 
new genre, the madrigal, characterized by a more immediate 
adherence of the musical to the poetic discourse, I have no 
doubt; the term was already In the air and soon to prevaU. 

As for Pisano, I can see and understa.nd the reasons why 
many hesitate to acknowledge him as the initiator of this new 
genre. Yet the fact that greater talents such as Verdelot and 
Arcadelt (In his own city of Florence), or later Wlllaert In 
Venice, almost Immediately took over and gave new Impetus 
and richer s tylistic connotations to the new genre cannot erase 
the basic formal Innovations he had achieved. Let us respect, 
anyway, his modesty; no dedication indicates that he might 
have been the promoter o f the lnnovatlve 1520 edition of the 
Musica; nor did he attempt to have any o ther music printed 
before his death in 1548. 

11PI!trucd was then sUII working In Fossombrone under a privilege granted to 
him by IRoX. 

Bonnie j . Blackbum 

LORENZO DE' MED I Cl, A LOST ISAAC 

MANUSCRIPT, AND THE VENETlAN 
AMBASSADOR 

... Thank the Magnificent Venctlan ambassador for having 
requested these songs of me, because I count it a favor to have 
been so requested by his Magnificence, whom, because of his 
virtues and learning, I am much obliged to and hold in affec
tion, and also because I know that I am much loved by his Mag· 
nificence, to whom commend me. And I am putting the aforesaid 
songs In order and shall send them to you quickly, I believe by 
the first post. If I knew what kinds he likes best, I could have 
served him better, because Arrlgo lsaac, their composer, has 
made them In different ways, both grave and sweet, and also 
capricious (Ill. broken) and artful. I shall send a selec tion of 
everything, and after he has tasted lt I shall know better what 
wine I shall need to serve ... 

... I am sending you by this post a book of music with composi· 
tions by lsaac according to the request of the Magnificent Vcne
tian ambassador, to whom you will give the book with the 
offer of anything else I may do for his Magnificence and recom
mending me to hJm ... 

Bonnit f. 8/ackbum, who rt.ctivtd htr Ph.D. at the Univuslty of 
Chiet~go, is Ctntral Editor of tht Mo11ummts of RtrJDissollce Music. Sht 
is the 11uthor (wilh EdUNird E. Lowinsky 11nd Cltmt11t A. Miller) of 
A Correspondence of Renaissance Musicians (Oxford, 1991} and has a 
lo11g-sla11ding interest in lost sources. 


